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A m l w  of the literature cm the question of gross bodily more** 
Beat, especially that of Swywanaky, Johnson, Irwin, end Garvey, suggests 
that seek movement is primarily a function of internal bodily states.
The work of Clark on bodily movement during problem solving suggests 
that each Individual, when attacking a mental problem, assumes a charac­
teristic pose for the better concentration of attention. Such evidence 
oocm to be opposed to the idea that a person assumes "muscle sets" 
appropriate to hie mental processes* This paper reports studies which 
attack the probleat of v&ether gross bodily movoaemt is a function of 
the "person" or of an individual's mental activity at a given moment•
In the first experiment is described a new type of stabilimeter chair 
which was designed by the author and in which measurements of the stove* 
wests of the occupant can he recorded without his being aware that such 
■sasaroMBts are being made. With the aid of this apparatus, polygraph 
records were obtained of the movements of S3 subjects while they sat 
solving mental problems. Basalts disclosed that the amount of movement 
was significantly greater at the end of a given mental effort than at 
the start; that is, movement was found to be greatest when the subject 
decided that a given attack upon the problem was futile or whoa he 
definitely solved the problem than it was at the time of presentation 
of the problem or at times When a given attack upon the problem was in 
progress. These results bear out the idea that the assuming of muscle 
sets appropriate to the attack to be wade on the problem do not account
far tte grass M U r  Movements accoBpanying thought prooesses and raise 
the further qpsst4o» as to what factors are related to each activity la 
waking individuals above the infant level. (Heat of the work reported 
la the literature has ham aa Infante or ea motility daring sleep.) 
SaEpexfM&t IX. reported la this paper, attaapts to discover same of these 
festers* An observational study see made upon children in their olass- 
rooms, the tlae-snapllng technique being employed. The cumber of move- 
Meats per observation for each child was calculated, and share feasible 
tike results sere treated statistically. The average amount of movement 
between two different days fear the Mae forty subjects showed a produot- 
ncment correlation of .4QJ.09, revealing a consistency between indivi­
duals fron day to day. Data on 183 children showed correlations of 
-•78J,026 between average amount of movement and age with I.Q. partlalled 
oat, and -.31&.081 between average amount of movement and I.^. with age 
partlalled out. No sex differences were found, and habitual amount of 
sleep proved to have ao relation when age was held constant. Diurnal 
curves obtained after three days continuous observation of ten children 
la the first grade and ten in the seventh showed a high degree of simi­
larity between the two grades in the shape of the curves, although the 
average amount of movement in the first grade was much the greater from 
point to point in the curves. A peak in amount of movement was revealed 
in aaeh case between 9:00 and 9:30 A.1I. with a falling off until just 
before noon when a lesser rise occurred. Another smaller peak was found 
in each ease between one-thirty and two o'clock in the afternoon.
A third experiment was attempted to find the relation between 
movement as revealed in the stabiliweter chair and scores made on the
vii
Bersreater Personality Inventory. The results suggest that movement 
increases with latck of self "confidence and with degree of sociability 
as M u n a A  hy the Flanagan scales for the Inventory. However, the 
1 lasted ironibsr of subjects used (14} and the conditions of the experl- 
m t  war* sach at to panait the rttaltt to he considered only at 
tentative.
She anther of this paper feels that his result® disprove the idea 
of a "hassle sat* ia problem tolviag and indicate that gross bodily 
Boveneat it related to the individual** personality rather than to his 
■estal aotivity at any given meaent.
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INTRODUCTION
The texm motility has had a variety of uses in the field of 
psychology. In the present paper It will be understood to refer only 
to gross bodily movement such as Is involved In change of bodily posi­
tion. kye-moTeaents, ties, and similar "minor" movements, then, are 
not included* Similarly, ws are interested primarily in the sort of 
motility that is often thought of as involuntary and "automatic," 
rather than in the more definitely "willed" behavior such as has con- 
earned Downey (42), Allport and Vernon (3), and others (46, 76). It 
is met uneaason to hear people talk about the sort of gross bodily 
movement with which we are here concerned. Expressions such as "ill 
at ease,” *ean*t sit still any longer," "on needles and pins,** and 
"fidgety* all attest to popular interest in motility on the part of 
the average son. However, most of the work that has been done by way 
of scientific investigation of the phenomenon has dealt with either 
infants oar sleeping persons.
The first studies of spontaneous activity seem to have been made 
with small animals by means of the revolving drum cage (38, p. 101). 
This is a "squirrel cage" type of inclosure that revolves when the 
animal "runs" it, the number of revolutions being automatically 
recorded by a counter. The actual measurement of motility dutes back 
at least as far as 1914, when Szyoansky (205, 204, 207, 208, 209, 210) 
developed nine different forms of Aktographen. apparatus of the Kymo­
graph recording type, and used them with both animals and humans. In
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general, his method, consisted of putting M s  subject in the cage, chair, 
or bed, which is so counted as to yield to his Movements. Such move** 
Bento displace a stylus which rides upon a strip of moving paper and 
which, as long as it is not disturbed, will record a straight line upon 
the paper, another stylus, actuated at convenient intervals by a clock, 
provides a tise-record. With such apparatus he secured many long-time 
records or the activity of many kinds of creatures, ranging from snails 
to children. Bis method of registering bodily movement was later 
applied, In principle, by several other inventors, many of whom were 
not acquainted with Szymansky' e work at the time they designed their 
own instruments (108, p. 252).
Speaking of such methods of recording movements kymographically, 
Johnson and Swan say,
•the results, of course, are strictly relative to the 
method, and ere meaningless unless the principles and the 
limitations of the latter are considered along with them ....
In general, the displacement of the recording pen is not 
proportional to the work performed in effecting the change 
of bodily position. This assertion is baaed on the fact that 
all the mountings were subject to periods of their own, .... 
and on the further fact that at least case component of the 
reaction of the mounting is left unrecorded. Such being 
the case, an attempt to convert the magnitude of the record­
ing pen late aa expression of the energy expended by the 
mbjest in performing the Change of bodily posture, is 
absurd.* (Ill, pp. 18-19.}
Szymansky*® results wars inadequately stated, in many cases, and 
his records on humans were obtained for only single days (110, p. 38). 
Bach of his subjects remained in bed for twenty-four hours, with in­
structions to remain as quiet and passive as possible, "Indifferent" 
bat not "exciting" material was permitted to be read, and eight of his
subjects obeyed the instructions. On the basis of simple inspection 
of amplitude and frequency of movement of the record line he assigned 
each hoar period to a category of relative activity*
The work of Johnson and Swan which was done later (110, p* 121) 
showed that large variations in the manner of resting of an individual 
subject free day to day are the rule, not the exception; and conse­
quently, a single doy*s roeord affords no reliable representation of 
the subject’s habitual way of resting* However, Szyaansky’e results 
are interesting in view of their being the first of the kind to be ob­
tained* The wain periods of motility cone in the morning and late in 
the afternoon* Stymansky noticed the resemblance between these findings 
and those of V* Stern, reported in Ueber Psychologic der ladlviduellen 
Dlfferennaa in 1900, At different times of the day. Stern had wade his 
subjects rep out a rhythm in waits time, and had plotted the tempo 
against the tine of day* The curve resembled a wide Latin "M” in that 
it declined until one or two hours after the midday weal, rose to a 
second maximum late In the afternoon, and again declined toward even­
ing*
Whereas Szyaansky had been interested in activity over a full 
twenty-four hoar day, Gerber (82) seems to have been tho first to 
record activity daring sleep alone* Kreifil and Harz (125) made non- 
statist leal studies on deaf and blind subjects finding them to differ 
bat little from normals, and Karger (116) the sleep of hospitalized 
ehildrS* as affected by drugs, fever, etc*
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In connection with th® Simmons invest i gat ion of Sleep at the 
Melloa Institute, H. H. Johnson and hia assistants (103, 104, 105, 106, 
10?, 108, 109, 111, 112} used activity recording beds to study the 
nocturnal activity of 150 persona of both eexee, of different occupa­
tions, and in various states of health. Each of these persons was 
studied for periods ranging between u few weeks and two years, with 
nore than two million measurements being made and treated statistically 
(103, p. 6}. Johnson's method of reading the kymograph records was 
based upon the classification of eaeh five-minute interval into "active” 
or "passive" according to Whether the sleeper changed his gross bodily 
position within it or not. His chief findings are reported as follows:
"On the whole, yoang children change from one position to 
another more often than adolescents. In feet, the quietest 
simpers who are represented in this exhibit are the men of 
college age. However, more recent experiments, made by a 
different method (photographic) indicate that college women 
rest more quietly than men of the same age, although their 
sleep is still far from being ’log-like.* Middle-aged sleepers 
are satisfied with one position for such shorter times than 
college youths and maidens —  the men as a dess being con­
siderably more restless than their wives. This difference 
may be laid in part to occupation rather than sex, for a good 
part of the group of men was wade up of intellectual workers, 
who composed, or wrote, or planned, or drafted or calculated, 
at night, while their wives lounged, read, or reviewed the 
social activities of the afternoon. 3uch men, without excep­
tion, retire late, go to sleep promptly, stir frequently, and 
awake early. Only two subjects were older than 64, and only 
<»« pest 70. The latter does not appear in the table, being 
a recent addition, and studied for only a few weeks. Both 
these elderly men are quiet sleepers for their class. The 
former is a skilled mechanic, the latter a wealthy business 
man who is afraid he may be insomnia." (103, p. 9.)
Johnson*s work also indicated that motility during sleep Is corre­
lated with health rather than with Illness, as has often been popularly 
supposed (103, p. 9). His curves on sleepers point to the further
s
fact that the disposition toward immobility, as Szym&nsky has sailed 
it, follows a characteristic rhythm (108, pp. 264-270; 110, p. 15).
This rhythm in motility has been found by Garvey to be much more 
pronounced in the ease of children than was found by Johnson in the 
ease of adults* Se also found a high degree of similarity between 
analogous corvee for two children taken at random. So great was this 
similarity, in fact, that he m s  able to combine the records of all 13 
children in a single curve and shew that these rhythmic tendencies 
(dated frees the interval in which the child goes to sleep) etiU persist 
quite clearly, although, as pointed out by Johnson (108, p. 86? f), 
each point plotted to the carve represents 1300 observations.
Garvey’s study aim revealed that quietness was not related to 
length of tine habitually spent in sleeping, that temperature had 
little effect except that activity increased with extremes of tempera­
ture, and that (as Johnson's studies had shown) restlessness increased 
tomrd morning. There m s  some indication that quietness of sleep and 
lower humidities were associated, but the evidence m s  not dear* Sex 
differences were also small and uncertain. Three -year-old children 
were mere active than either two-year-olde or four-year-olds, with the 
four-year-olds the least active in the group. The data also suggest 
that constipation m y  produce longer sleep and looseness of the bowels 
more restless sleep (85, pp. 55-63, 79-80).
Most of the investigations of motility net so far mentioned have 
dealt with the movements of either animals or children, and have largely 
centered around the relation of motility to hunger (55, pp. 55-63, 79-80).
Especially notable in this connection la the work of Wada (£2.9), who 
reported that stomach contractlone and bodily movements coincided to a 
remarkable decree* She also verified the earlier work of Carlson and 
Ginsburg (86) and of Ginsburg, Tumpowsky, and Carlson (68) to the effect 
that contractions of the stomach are coincident with the sensation of 
hunger*
Irwin (88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 38, 99, 100, 101) 
has nade the seat complete studies of the activities of the newborn baby* 
Using a stabiliBster in connecticm with a crib placed Inside an experi­
mental cabinet, he found that bodily activity increased relatively in 
proportion to the time since feeding (90), Unlike Garvey and Johnson, 
Irwin read his records in terras of the percentage of frequency of move­
ments per emit time of the mechanical pens* However, the problem of 
amplitude and intensity was disregarded, and the frequency of oscilla­
tions was taken as a measure of the automatic activity (88), He states 
his conclusions as follows:
•The foot that activity usually is greatest toward the end 
of the observation period, that is. Just before nursing, and 
usually Is least at the beginning of the period, Just after 
mrslng, suggests that the activity is stimulated probably 
by hanger contractions* This inference is best illustrated 
by the exceptional rise of the curve during the long night 
period when the nursings were eight hours apart* Since the 
external stimuli are constant, the conclusion seema Justified 
that the activity of these Infants is due largely to internal 
factors, presumably of the alimentary canal•"
Irwin has also found in his work with Weiss (101) that activity is 
greater under conditions of either darkness or bright light than under 
dim light* These workers think the sensitivity of the dark adapted eye 
may be related to this phenomenon.
Im addition to Ids snrk described stove, Irwin has been concerned 
so well with the question cf the development of activity in the newborn 
(88)* Measurements made of the percentage of frequency of observed 
movements of the various body parts and according to the frequency of 
observed movements pear hour showed that the activity in the anterior 
as&aente of the body are greater than that in the posterior segments on 
every day except the first, aid that throughout the entire ten days 
gains in over the ext realties. He further distinguishes be­
tween two general types of bodily movement: specific movement, i»e.
involving a single segment and at a rate slow enough to be discriminated 
by a trained observer; and mass movement, which includes movements too 
rapid to be described by experimenters, and involving the whole body.
•The most striking eharaoteristic exhibited by Infants during 
the first ten days is the large amount of energy expended while 
mass activity is in progress. It appears during hunger, pre­
vious to belching, during regurgitation, intestinal disturbances, 
defecation, and occasionally during micturition. The infant 
maintains continuous body movement with such speed and exces- 
siveness that the experimenter, even when using a specially 
devised code, cannot keep up with the infant .... Kass 
activity is present usually just before nursing, and almost 
invariably toward the middle or end of the long night period 
fraa which two nursings have been emitted, it continues in an 
aperiodic meaner and may last from a few minutes to five 
hours." (88, p. 102.)
Irwin reasons that the stimulation is Internal, since activity is greatest
during hanger, regurgitation, etc. —  processes of the smooth muscle and
involving one part or another of the alimentary canal —  from which it
follows that "the activity is due to stimuli arising internally while
these proeesses go on." (83, p. 104.) Shirley (190, p. 238) calls
€
attention to the fact that these findings ware anticipated! by Preyer 
(MI) la M s  characterisation of the impulsive movements of infants 
as those "caused without previous peripheral excitement exclusively by 
the nutritive and other organic processes*"
mil of these findings indicate that bodily activity in the infant 
ear is the sleeping person is directed toward the alleviation of bodily 
needs, there is nothing in the literature so far as the present writer 
knows that suggests that the situation is any different in the case of 
the waking, sore nature person who is not immediately occupied with the 
job of responding to sons particular stimulus free the outside. That is 
to say, when one is adjusting to sane out side stimulus situation, such 
as shea he hoes a garden or catches a ball that is thrown to him. he is 
obviously sowing in accordance with needs other than or in addition to 
his immediate bodily needs; bat when he site daydreaming, or wondering 
how he will pay next month’s bills, there is no evidence that his Eove- 
msnts are in any wise motivated differently than when he is asleep. 
Beverthaleas, one continually encounters the notion that a person "gets 
set” to think about a problem in the same sort of wuy that he "gets 
set” to throw a ball, or that a bird-dog points when he finds a covey 
of fSsil. Confusion seems to have arisen out of the use of the word 
set. Xony textbooks draw analogies between the situation when a runner 
•gets set” at the start of a race and the sort of "mental set" that 
accompanies efficient performance in a reaction-time or a word-associa­
tion experiment (38, p. 314f)• The important question is raised here 
as to toother the phenomenon which we oall mental set is truly a muscle
set. It 18 true that various experimenter* have found sftxat they called 
bodily tension accompanying thought (69, 10?), and on the basis of such 
work SaShbont formulated a motor psychology of thinking (224). Sever- 
thalecs, H. B« Johnson decided that waa lato us June, 1951, no practi­
cable Method of measuring general muscular relaxation and tension in any 
intact organism had been brought into existence, although a variety of 
other fonss of measurement —  such as those of the resistance of the 
body to an external electromotive force —  had been unwarrantable called 
mb scalar tension," (108, p. 24?), and the present writer knows of no 
such method's having been discovered since the date Johnson mentions. 
Deshlell says, "3hen a person assesses a set that will facilitate his 
response to some particular stiaclua or stimuli, that set goes by the 
name of attending or attention" (38, p. 322). But when a person is 
"attending* to the solving of a mental problem, are we Justified in say­
ing that he has a set in the sense of the above definition?
Tory little seems to have bean done by way of investigation of this 
question. In 1908, Starring (199) reported in his study of thought 
processes that eye-movementa sometimes occur in connection with visual 
imagery and in the perceiving of position of the various terms. He 
also reported that arm movements seem to represent relationships of 
right sad left. Other studies in the early part of the century, such 
as these of Bouser (1?), Courten (35), Curtis (36), Gamble (53), and 
Pintner (1S3), and others somewhat sore recently (24, 154, 183) have 
beos eoseeraed with the relation of mental activity to circulation of 
the blood, to tongue movements, to movements of the larynx, to breathing,
etc, General bady activity as related to mental activity has, however, 
received little attention. Perhaps the raost important work reported 
in this connection thus far is that of Ruth Clark (3£), who, in 
connection with a study of imagery in silent thinking, made ewe obser­
vations as to the nature and extent of movement of subjects who were 
trying to answer such questleas as: "How would you plan a trip to
Iceland?" and ■Sow would you entertain a party of blind children?” Miss 
Clark reports, m  the basis of her observations, that the gross
bodily behavior of eaoh individual represented a characteristic mode 
of adaptation which he adopted toward all his problems .... This gross 
bodily behavior was so invariably adopted by each individual that it 
seested to have so bearing on the solving of the various problems but 
was simply a bodily adjustment for the better concentration of atten­
tion” (3£, p. «£}. Obviously this is counter to the idea that the 
subject is assuming & postural set.
Clark thinks that minor movements are more closely related to 
problem solving, and she finds some relation for some individuals be­
tween imagery and eye-moveastmts, articulatory movements, and incipient 
hand movements. In addition to her written observations, this investi­
gator used a concealed telegraph key to record on a kymograph when the 
problem was presented; then she pressed the koy every time she saw the 
subject move, and the subject pressed another key to show rhen, the 
problem was solved* Thus she attempted to obtain a record of the amount 
of movement of any kind. Whereas she says on one occasion that "move­
ment increased as thinking progressed" (32, p. 29), she later aayo.
"the number of movements tended to decrease as the thinking m s  pro­
longed” (3E, p. 46). The seeming contradiction of these two statements 
is sot clarified. Clerk also reports that "perceptible movement a 
accompany thinking daring not more than one-third of its total time.
They ease and go at irregular intervals with the exception of pauses 
immediately aftar the presentation of the problem and Just prior to 
the subject's final signal” (32, p. 55). She states elsewhere (32, p.
29} that the pauses after the problem averaged 2,7 sec. and those just 
before the solution, 3.2 sec. The pauses occurring immediately after 
presentation of the problem again suggest that the person is not "getting 
set" to think out a solution. Clark concludes (3£, p. 86) that "the 
arousal of movement by imagery requires a strength of stimulus adequate 
to pass from the sensory areas out through the efferent neurones," and 
she suggest8 that "thinking nay be other than a mere series of sensori­
motor ares.”
Obviously this study by Euth Clark is more in line with what one 
sight expect from the result of such studies as have been mentioned in 
tbs earlier pert of this paper. While she made no distinction between 
gross bodily movement end minor movements, such as those of the eyes, 
her results suggest that a person's motility while problem solving is 
■ant more an expression of the person himself than of the problem which 
he is attempting to solve.
This raises the further question, then, as to how much an indivi­
dual's motility in a given situation is affected by the kind of person
IE
he Is, Is addition to the question as to the relation of his motility 
to mental activity* These are the questions upon which it was hoped 
that the present study might throar some light*
SXPEEIKm* 1
The Problem
&  aaeortesM with the preceding discussion it is the purpose of 
this experiment to study the relation of motility to problem solving* 
Presumably, if a p m u  assumes postural sets appropriate to his thought 
processes, «e soy expect his "getting set" movements to occur in an 
objective record of his motility* then one attach upon a problem does 
not bring sheet a eolation end a boo method of attack becomes necessary, 
mo should aspect that the subject mill show a shift of position appro­
priate to his neo postural set*
The problem of this experiment, then, may be stated as follows:
Bo a person's movements during a problaa-eolving activity reveal any 
evidence ef postural sets appropriate to the activity of search lag for 
a solution?
Apparatus
In this experiment there mas used a stabillmeter chair of a type 
soecufeat different from those mentioned in the literature by Szymnsky 
(110, p. IB) and Ranshaw (166)* It is more complicated than those 
generally used, but has the advantage of being so constructed that the 
person sitting la it is unesare of the fact that measurements of his 
movements ere being made* It is, to all appearances, simply a com­
fortable morris chair with a foot rest* However, the arms, baok, seat,
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sad foot swt n o  all mounted on coll springs, and from each of than 
there leads off o string to a polygraph that la mounted behind the 
ohatx* ftut string is attadud to a stool rod that carries the point 
of as Inteograph pest os the polygraph* (ha the opposite end of the rod 
from where the string is attached is fastened a robber band, which 
exerts its full is opposition to any pall os the string* Consequently, 
therefore, any release open the tension on the string, such as occurs 
shea a part of the chair gitee under pressure exerted upon it by the 
snbjeet, permits the rubber band to contract, polling the steel rod 
through the groove la ohleh it Is set and soring the pen point* When 
the pressure applied by the subject to the pert of the chair in question 
is released, the springs under that part return It to its normal posi­
tion, this in turn pulling on the string and causing the rod to carry 
the pen point back ones nore to its former position or as near to it as 
the subject's partial release ef pressure say permit* The pen itself is 
supported in an upright position by a rack with holes in which the pens 
ride* Tbs pens then selves are so placed that their points are in line 
with m o  another and record on a Sheet of shite paper which is driven 
by ss electric cloek motor at the constant speed of 4-5/8 in. per 
minute* the apparatus has been sufficiently Inclosed to render it 
almost noiseless swan to erne who listens for ita sound, and no subject 
has given say alga of being aware of its existence*
la the latter part ef the experiment a pencil mane was used in 
twijnwtlw with an original device to sake the situation ouch that the 
sob jest is unable to see where he is going* This apparatus consists
werely of a light piece of veneor wood 8-3/4 inches square and 1/16 
inch thidc* in the center of which Is s circular hole 3/d inch In 
diawetar. ĵr means of a beveled block of wooA % inch thick adjoining 
the bole, it is possible to staple a pencil in such a position that its 
point protrudes through the hole until it is in line with the center of 
tike opening. Bp tills weans a person can run a pencil naze by watching 
his prepress through the hole and still not be able to see ahead far 
enough to avoid blind alleys or to see openings before he gets to then* 
It is felt that a subject working a nase with this device is more nearly 
in the situation that an anlnal finds himself in when placed in a "wall4* 
wane than is generally true is the ease of pencil nazes*
Subjects
All of the subjects used in this experiment were nenbers of the 
psychology classes in Louisiana State University. There were fifty- 
three in all, two of When were graduate students, the rest all being 
wsdergr&&iatea. In the procedure to be described, all of the subjects 
were used, except as otherwise stated. So far as the experimenter 
eoald knew, the subjects were all in good health, and each appeared for 
the experiment alone in accordance with a previously arranged appoint­
ment. If any selection occurred, it was merely as a result of the fact 
that sobs did not keep their appointments or avoided waking one. *£h» 
torn thus left out probably would not have influenced the results greatly 
bed they been ineluded. Of those asked to perform as subjects, about 
B& per cant wade appointments and appeared. There is little reason to
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believe that say were under any unusual emotional strain, but it was 
the first time that most of them had oxer acted as subjects In & 
psychological experiment.
Procedure
Each JS was experimented on alone* When he appeared he was seated 
in the stabillaeter chair facing i, who told him that the purpose of 
the experiment m s  to see hew he would go about solving some problems, 
sad that consequently he was to "think aloud** in so far as possible*
The problem; were given by s, one at e time. Those used were of
the kind that involve figuring out bow to measure out two pints of
water, using only a 7-pint pail and & 5-pint pail. All but one of the 
problems wore token from the average adult level of the latest revision 
of the Stanford-Binet Seale (Sill* read each problem as instructed 
by the authors of the seals, with the exception that he always omitted 
telling _S with which pall to begin until and in the event that it 
became evident that J3 ooold not solve the problem without that help.
If off the standard problems proved sufficiently difficult to baffle 
the sabject for at least a full minute, an original and more difficult 
problem m s  added,**
2 also, by use of a concealed telegraph key, made code signal narks
that were electrically recorded on the polygraph paper to show the tines
* The umffl of giving the problems was to give all of those in Form
X, average adult 2, p. 177; and then one or two of those in Form 1, 
average adnlt 6, the choice depending upon the experimenter*s judgment 
as to which weald best call forth the subject’s thought processes and 
yet net be too discouraging,
**To get 4 piste of water, measuring with only a 5-pint pall and a 9-pint 
Pail,
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at which (1) the problem was given, (S) the mibjeet showed verbally 
that he knew the answer, and (S) the subject gave verbal evidence that 
he was abandoning one node of attack to undertake another, the criteria 
for this last being such remarks on the part of 3 as: "No, that won't
work,* or "I don't think 1 can gat it." The signal for (1) was given 
at a point about midway in the reading of the problem on the assumption 
that 3 would be starting to search for the solution as soon us he had 
heard all the necessary details the first time. The signals fen- (2) 
and (3) ware given lweedlately after t reoognised the criteria celling 
fer thaw, Jt*e* evidence of a shift in attack for (3) and evidence of a 
correct solution for (3). The signal for (3) was also given whan jS 
gave definite signs of giving up and S felt that further encouragement 
was useless* Encouragement was given £» to go on, however, when £  tended 
to give up too easily, and in such oases the signal for (2) was given* 
Aside f n a  brief words of encouragement from 3, in such eases, however, 
to avoided any conversation with J3 while J3 was trying to solve the 
problem. The problems were given in succession until at least four had 
been attempted and until at least one had consumed a full minute* In 
three oases £J solved all of the problems given, including the added, 
more difficult one in less than a minute each* In the ease of 45 sub­
ject a, the last problem was announced as the last at least twice, with 
such remarks as: "We'll try one more," followed by, "This is the last
problem."
Xm the ease of 88 subjects a maze-solving technique wae tried after 
the problem solving part of the experiment was concluded; however, the
subject* were given no advance not!aa that anything also was to be 
repaired of then when the problem solving m s  ended. Each jS was asked 
whether he knew what a mane was, after which a simple pencil maze was 
shown him mitt am explanation of its use. Then there was placed across 
the arms of the stabilimeter chair a wide board on which had bean 
fastened with tkarib tacks a Forteus pencil maze for the twelve-year 
level, The *a*e running device described under "Apparatus'' was already 
in place with the pencil on the starting point, and £  was asked to trace 
his way cot without crossing any lines and without removing his pencil 
from the paper. Jt stood Where he ceeld sea the progress of _S in his 
effort ta work his way through the mane and where he could also reach 
the concealed telegraph key to record by the code signals as used in 
the problem solving part of the experiment the moment when s started to 
search for his way oat of the mane and the moment when he finally 
reached the outside. Shan the experiment was finally c ms eluded, jS 
asked each 5, not to discuss the experiment with anyone who had not 
already acted as a subject.
In the problem solving part of the experiment fifty-three records 
were obtained, covering 2°1 readable problem records in all. (Some 
individual problems had to be left out of consideration because of one 
or another difficulty, such as failure of one of the pens to record on 
the entire record, failure of the experimenter to use the correct code 
signals, etc.) The entire record of each problem solving attempt was 
then divided into five-second intervals, starting at a point ten 
second* before the signal marking the point where the problem was given.
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and continuing t a  seconds past the signal showing that the solution 
had bees reached. Sast segment was then examined for any movement what­
ever, sad the "active" intervals (those in which any movement occurred) 
ware narked in similar fashion to the method used in motility studies 
by Johnson (108, p. 255f) and by Garvey (55, p. 9). Analogous intervals 
in the several problems were then compared and percentages of active 
intsrvals among all those of & given type were worked out. Thus the 
percentages of active intervals out of the total of 201 problems con­
sidered were worked out for the two intervals just before and the two 
just following the presentation of the problem, the reaching of the 
solution, and the points where signals indicated that shifts occurred. 
Also, to obtain records not so closely related to these points, measure- 
masts were made of the four intervals following the two immediately 
after the presentation of the problem, and the last four immediately 
preceding the two just before the solution and not otherwise included.
3y the use of this method it was possible to construct a somewhat 
fictitious curve of a probably typical problem solving attempt, showing 
the average motility for all the subjects for the ten seconds just 
before and the ten just after the presentation of the problem, for the 
following twenty seconds (where no shift or solution signals occurred}, 
for the ten seconds just before and the ten just after the first two 
shifts, for the last twenty seconds not Included in either shift or 
solution, and for the ten seconds just before and the ten just after 
the signal showing that the problem had been solved. Inasmuch as the 
time taken to solve the various problems varied from problem to problem
m
and t x m  f a v m  t« peran, there m e  no better way of bringing the data 
together ee as to Mmnr the offset of the different stages in the problem 
•elring attempt.
A serve m s  also coeetxwcted to shew the relative amoaat of activity 
BOCiuarlng in eeeh qnarter of the several problem solving attempts, not 
titWlag the tea seconds feet before or the ten joust after the preeenta- 
tioo of the problem or the point where the eolation was reached. This 
copw, then, disregards the offset of the shifts of attack on the 
problem and is eencerned sorely with the comparative amount of motility 
is saoessstwe periods of the problem salving attempt.
m  eider to sere easily deal with the data statistically the problem 
solving retards ware also read in another my. Ten second intervals 
note marked off iwsisdlately before and lmediately following the point 
where each problem was first given, immediately before and immediately 
after each signal indieating a ehaage In attach, and immediately before 
and immediately after each point Where a signal indicated that a solution 
bad been reached. Then those areas of the record which were not thus 
in a tea-second segaent were also divided off into ten second 
intervals. Sent the total number of pea oscillations within each of 
these intervals was coasted, after the manner of Irwin’s treatment of 
motility records on infants (86, p. 95). Averages were obtained for 
catch subject, one average for each of the types of interval marked, 
from these averages were obtained for all subjects showing the number 
of yen eeelHatlans in each of the types of interval for on average 
subject.
The w w  records were given 1m s  elaborate treatment* Each was 
divided into 5-seeond intervals, and these Interval® were each marked 
as to Whether or not they were "aotive," that lsv contained any move* 
mast Caterer* Then each naze was divided Into Quarters, except that 
the Interval In which the solution occurred was omitted in this divi­
sion, and included with the two following it in a separate section alto­
gether* Thus eaeh maze was divided into five sections, the last in­
cluding only the solution interval and the two following, and the other 
four being made up of a quarter of the remaining: record, starting where 
the action on the maze began* The percentage of active intervals in 
eaeh of these sections m s  then calculated, and the data cceshlned to 
obtain averages for all thirty-eight subjects* In this way it was 
possible to obtain a curve of the same sort as the second one mentioned 
above in connection with the problem solving part of the experiment*
Besults
Figure 1 Shows the relative amount of motility that occurs in 
different stages of the problem solving process* This curve shows the 
percentage of "active" five-second Intervale in eaeh period and indi­
cates that the least motility occurs in the ten-second interval Just 
before the signal marking the start of the problem solving attempt*
Sines the reading of the problem actually began In this interval, one 
might expect movement to increase if the subject were "getting set" to 
solve the problms* But even the next ten seconds following the giving
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of ths problem are nearly as low in percentage of aotive intervals.
Za ths next twenty seconds w® find increasing movement. This is a 
pearlod in wfeieh the person is presumably poshing toward a solution 
without ray Atfte in his node of attackj however# a inee shifts were 
recorded only shea JS signified verbally that he was making a shift# it 
is reasonable to suppose that actually Shifts did occur in such inter­
vals and that swab shifts nay have accompanied the increased motility 
foond hero* Tbs peaks of the surra are farad at points just before 
shifts were knora to have occurred end whore ths solution was reached# 
fhis last is highest of all.
The data presented here suggest that while movement does occur 
along with problem solving# it occurs the most after the problem is 
solved oar Just before a verbal sign is given that the subject is aban­
doning an old attack to undertake a new (me and can hardly# therefore# 
he thought of as being due to the assuming of postural sets# Two 
questions arise at this point# however: (1) do the movements at the
point of solution Bean# perhaps# that the subject is getting "set” for 
a new problem? and (2) are these differences between intervals reliable?
In order to dear up the point raised in the first question the 
last forty-five subjects used in the experiment were told definitely 
When the last problem was presented that it was to be the final (me. 
Presumably an increase In movement following the last problem# then# 
eoold not be due to an assuming of a new postural set# Measurements of 
the motility following the solution of the last problem by these subjects# 
as well as new readings of the records as described above under
Differences between the Meant, otaaAarA Krrora, end Critleal Ratio* 
for the Various Stages in the Problem Miring Proceta
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"Procedure,* worm treated statistically. the results are shown in 
Table I. Here It Is seen that the amount of movement at the lira® of 
solution and after the last solution is significantly higher than 
either the periods just before or just after the presentation of the 
problem or the periods uhleh sere apparently devoted to "just plain 
thinking,* Also, the period Just before the signal showing that the 
subject had given verbal evidence of an abandonment of his mode of 
attack Is significantly greater in motility than the period just before 
the presentation of the problem. This evidence seems to the writer to 
preVe definitely that a person who gets "set* mentally to solve a problem 
does sot reflect that set posturally.
Figure 8 shoes the motility accompanying problem solving without 
regard for d&lfts, and superimposed on it is a similar curve for the 
motility accompanying the solving of a pencil mane* They both reach a 
lew point in the middle, and their highest points are found at the 
points of solution. Sines the nazes used were on the carder of e spiral, 
blind alleys were encountered mueh more frequently, in point of time, 
at the start than after some progress had been made. Also, the nature 
of the situation was such as to show the subject that he was making 
progress. This, of course, makes the maze situation quite different from 
that involved In the solving of the problems, where the longer the 
snbjeet worked the more discouraged he was likely to become; and such 
differences might account for the difference in the amount of motility 
show. Ths increasing encouragement and the relatively decreasing 
f— *«» of jtajgasseS' may be reflected in the decreasing motility shown in
I
the first part of the curve for the maze. The leveling off might be 
Abo to the reaching of a sort of normal level of motility, which Is 
maintained until the end of the naze is reached. In the ease of the 
problem solving, however, the more & subject works on a problem, the 
more likely he probably is to run into impasses over and over again, 
and if eaeh one means a shift, then we have seen that such shifts 
accompany increased assents of motility. Why there should be an in­
crease in motility between the first and second quarters of the 
problem solving atteopt is difficult to say. At any rate it nay be 
said that tile results of this study do not clearly agree with either of 
Suth Clerk’s statements mentioned above to the effect that "movement 
increased as thinking progressed" and that the "number of raovorsents 
tended to decrease as the thinking was prolonged."
1XPKRIM3HT II
The Problem
la Experiment I it was shown that la a problem solving situation 
an individual’s motility is not duo to postural sots appropriate to the 
task at hand* The literature tells us almost nothing about the factors 
influencing such motility in a waking person above the infant level. 
Ruth Clark’s observations Included the statement, however, that in her 
study "the gross bodily behavior of each individual represented a 
ehaxueteristie mode of adaptation which he adopted toward all his 
problems" (32). This statement suggests strongly that an individual’s 
motility is related to his personality makeup. The problem of this 
second experiment may be stated as follows: Is a person’s motility
related to factors "within* the person; and if so, what are some of 
them?
Technique
Sines a fairly large rnsaber of subjects was desirable in this ex­
periment, as well as subjects of considerable age range, it was con­
sidered advisable to use children as subjects, most of whom were too 
to give satisfactory results in work with the stahillsieter chair 
available, not to mention the difficulties involved in arranging 
"sittings" with a large number of small children, furthermore, the 
writer w»»w anxious to try out the effectiveness of an observation
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tsehaiqos in the handling o>f a motility problem. Consequently, then, 
an observation technique mas used.
All the observers were ambers of the child psychology and expert­
ises tal psychology classes of Louisiana State University, and all were 
twlBri is the technique before data obtained by them was used. More 
specifically, the time sampling method car methyl of short samples was 
used* This method has been described by Goodenough and LndereaB as 
follows:
"A series of graded categories descriptive of .... behavior is 
worked oat on the basis of preliminary observation, those 
categories are described in as detailed and objective a manner 
as possible, ths categories refer directly to the kind of 
situations .... to be observed. Only one child is observed 
at a tins. The observer vtoo Is provided with a convenient 
record blank chooses an inconspicuous position from Which ha 
ean see and hear the subject easily• Eaeh observation is con- 
tinned for & set period of time which is checked with a stop­
watch. At the end of this period the behavior is classified 
sad recorded according to the system previously devised* the 
observer then mores cm to the next child in the group and 
classifies his behavior In the same way. This is repeated 
until one record has been secured for each child* On the 
following day* another record is secured for eaeh child* and 
so ce until a sufficiently large number of samples have been 
obtained for eaeh subject." (71, p. 246f.)
In the present experimentt the length of time chosen as a unit for 
observation was a "moment." Such a unit was used with satisfaction by 
Bagman (TO, p. 67) in the study of children’s companionships, and pre­
liminary trials in the present study indicated that a momentary observa­
tion was best suited to the needs of the problem at hand. In other 
wards, the movement or lack of movement of the child at the moment first 
observed was recorded, and nothing more* In no case was the observer 
to continue watching the child in order to make a Judgment, but he
merely looted at the child and then looted away again, deciding upon 
kin motility on the teals of that momentary glance. Following each such 
observation checks were made on a mimeographed sheet showing what part 
of the body was stored or recording "none" as showing that the child was 
not storing at ths moment the observation was made, A sample of the 
sheet used appears in Figure S. Inasmuch as the observers were not well 
acquainted with the children observed, it was considered wise to limit 
the waiter to be observed in any one series of observations, and five 
was chosen as that number. On a few occasions only four children were 
observed in c m  series.
Deviation from the method as described above by Goodenough and 
Anderson oeearred in the matter of successive observations on the same 
child, The nature of tee present study was such as to mate it unneces­
sary aad inadvisable to mate only one observation on each child each 
day, The method used was to list in advance the names of the children 
to be observed and then observe each in turn making note on the record 
Sheet of the movements of eaeh immediately after each observation was 
made, Then, when one observation ted been mads on each child on the 
list, the observer returned to the first one again and went through the 
list once more, continuing in this way until the sheet was filled, giving 
ten observations on eaeh child. The ntteber of such sheets used in one 
series of observations depended upon ths time that the observer could 
devote to tee task as well as upon such matters as class interruptions, 
ete. As a rule two sheets were used in each series of observations.
The average time elapsing between any two successive observations on
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Ilote: Record only "definite” movement of the larger? striated muscles, 
omittin., such movements as tremors, twitchings, blinking, breathing 
y]nvftt'ip>2x^)4 etc. Make special note whe,re these seem important.
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the sese child in & given series was found to be between 1.5 and 8-0 
ninutea, according to the speed of the observer In is&king the necessary 
notes*
Before observations for the purpose of the experiment were under­
taken, the question of reliability between observers was investigated, 
la order to do this all the observers worked in pairs, each pair ob­
serving the same ehild simultaneously bat classifying end recording the 
Roveasaats independently. The method need to help the observers see the 
ease child at the same woment web that suggested by Bagman (75, p. 18). 
Observer A called the ease of the first child on the list. Observer Bp 
sitting next to at the side of the roast, nodded to show that he was 
reedy* This was ths signal for both to look down at their dip boards*
B tapped his dip board with his pencil, end both looked at the child, 
Judged end recorded his movement, and went on to the next child* Beta 
gathered in this way was calculated for percentages of agreements between 
the naaabers of each pair of observe re, with the remalt shown in Table II*
Of 893 Judgments, 86*7 per cent agreed (Table II)* Bagman, who 
threw out cases where one observer recorded j? (incomplete observation) 
or d (doubtful as to inclusion of activity in criteria), obtained only 
83*0 per cent agreement In 688 Judgments (75, p. 18). Other studies 
give no resalts to which these percentages are exactly comparable.
Shere the time unit used is longer, the reliability is usually not so 
great* gng»n*T> lists several such studies, the highest reliability not 
dependent upon revision of criteria being that found by ̂ rrington’a 
three pairs of observers, who (working on nursery school children)
S3
■Sabi® II
Percentage of Agreement between Pairs of Observers on the Various It ess 
of the Cysptea Sheet for 893 Observations
Talking F*«e Bead Shoulders Aims Bands Trank Legs Feet Hone
94.8 83.7 80.S 90.5 81.5 79.3 69.8 9.00 88.4 89.5
Grand Average - 88.7
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agreed ob 88 to 93 per east of their Judgments ok to the occurrence of 
physical contacts within five second intervals (75, p. 19)„ The observer 
reliability obtained in the present study compares favorably with those 
mentioned, especially in view of the Boosting difficulty of the judgments 
made*
Subjects
la this experiment all observations were made on 123 pupils, ten of 
whoa attended the eleventh grade of the Louisiana State University High 
School and the remainder of whom attended the seven grades of the 
Louisiana State University KLeaeatary School. When the observers visited 
the elaserooeta to sake their observations, they were obliged to depend 
upon the teacher in charge in each ease to seat then where they could 
see the movements of five pupils; and consequently, there was danger that
these teachers night try to arrange that observations be made on those
they thought would make good subjects. To offset this possible 
factor of selection eaeh classroom teacher was warned of the importance 
of a random aewpllng of the whole classroom. Also, the number from each 
class was not equal to that from every other class. The number from 
each grade was as follows:
Grade 1 £ 3  4 5 6 7  11 Total
Sustber of pupils 15 20 17 13 15 15 18 10 125
The nature of the treatment given this data, however, made the aatter of 
grade level unimportant.
Procedure
flm types of procedure sere used la obtaining the data for this 
• q w r i m t *  First, It sas desired to see whether there Is any ectasia** 
teaey la the relative motility of those observed under similar conditions 
bat on two different days* For this purpose all available observers 
sated simultaneously an two different days, from 9:00 to 10:00 A.M. on 
December 16, 1938 and daring ths same hour an January 13, 1939e Since 
the nature of tee class activities from day to day at a given hour is 
approximately the same, it sas felt that in this way the kind and degree 
of external art isolation affecting the children’s motility would be held 
relatively constant. On the first day there were observations made on 
72 children, and 91 ware observed the second day. Forty children were 
included in both groups.
tee seeand type of procedure used was planned to give a record of 
tee motility of the awe children for every hour of three successive 
school days for the purpose of studying changes in motility in different 
ports of the day. This was done by arranging to have ten children in 
the first grade and ten in the seventh observed during part of every 
clock hour from eight to twelve in ths morning and from one to three in 
the afternoon for three successive days. Unfortunately, however, bad 
weather caused some of those being observed to be absent as early as 
the first afternoon, and in such eases substitutes were observed. Also, 
the observers failed to appear to make the observations during isolated 
boors the second and third days, seven hourly observations being missed
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la all, three la the first grade and tour la the seventh* Nevertheless, 
■tffisiat data « •  obtained to sake it possible to construct e a m t  
shasrtma diwnxel effects on motility, baaed on the overage number of 
w mamft elbecks recorded by the observers daring the various hoars of 
day* fle data obtained by this second procedure were used only to 
obtain these diurnal oarvoa*
The data obtained by the first procedure described above were treated 
statistically to discover possible correlations between motility and 
other Influencing fast ora* All record sheets obtained la the two periods 
of O w t t Ihc on the two days nearly a woath apart were examined for 
shacks and the average nanbar of sowaawnts cheeked for eaeh child for 
each day was calculated to obtain a motility score for each child for 
each period in d d A  he was observed. Forty children were Observed on 
eaeh of the two observation days, and their scores shewed a prodact- 
isnwnnt correlation between the two days of *404 with a Probable Krroar of 
•09* The difference in the means for the two days was only about one- 
half its Standard Error (.126 S.B. .129). In view of this consistency 
is motility between the two days the average was taken for those eases 
tMirfii is both days9 records, and the rest of the data for the two 
days were lamped together to obtain the 1S3 cases open which most of 
the rest of the results were worked out.
The age in months for each of these cases was obtained from the 
classroom records, as were the X.Q.*a for most of the children. These 
X»<U*s were besed on scores made in the Otis Group Test of Mental 
Ability, results for which were already available in most eases* In a
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few oases titers thaw Mores were not available, ths writer gave the 
***** tost to the children to obtain the necessary inforaation. This 
took mto of all eases above the first grade* in this class, however, 
the teacher m i s frankly suspicious that a timing error had occurred in 
the giving of the Otis tost in view of the scores obtained. Consequently, 
tile writer gave all the newborn of the first grade the Pintner-Chmninghaia 
Prinary Sssmiaatioa, and receiving therefrom evidence confirming the 
class teacher’s suspicions that the Otis results were greatly in error, 
ho used in this study the I.CU’e based on the Pintner-Cunningham test 
in ths ease of all the first grads pupils* Product-scment correlations 
were then obtained between motility and age and between motility and 
lJ^m Partial correlations were also found.
It was also desired to discover whether the amount of sleep a 
child receives is related to his motility* In order to study this 
question, a questionnaire was sent by way of the children to their 
Bothers them to state at what hoar the child went to bed "last
wight,” at skat hoar he get up "this morning," at What hour he habitu­
ally goes to bed, when he habitually arises, and some other questions 
that were wet used in ths present study* A sample of the questionnaire 
is sup, la Figure 4* In the ease of seme of the older children the 
teachers permitted them to fill out the answers themselves, but there is 
we rwasoi to believe that this in any way made the results less meaning­
ful* Ths questionnaires as a whole indicated that on the night before 
the filling out of the questions the average child did not sleep as much 
as his parent stated it was his habit to do* Because of this rather
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Dear Parent,
We are trying to find out how much sleep is 
had by the children of the elementary school and are 
asking you to help us by answering a few questions about 
your child. Your replies will not be used personally in 
any way but merely to help us discover how much the aver­
age elementary school child actually sleeps, and we are 
anxious that you be as accurate as possible in your re­





At ’what tine did he (or she) go to bed last night?__________
At what time did he (ot she) awaken this morning^ __________
At what time did he )or she) get up this morning? __________
At what time does he (or she) usually go to bed0 __________
At what tine does he (or she) usually awaken0 __________
A t  what tine does he (or she) usually get up? __________
Over ’weekends, is his (or her) sleeping schedule different, 
as a rule1 _________ If so, please explain ____________ _ _____
Does he (or she) usually take a nap? If so, when and for 




ccEsaaaly revealed tendency in the answers received, it was deemed best 
to disregard the statements as to the child*e "usual" amount of sleep. 
(The questionnaires wsre submitted to the parents In the middle of a 
mhoel mofc.) Instead of this information, the amount of sleep that 
the child was reported to have received "last night" was used to obtain 
a product"Wcmeat correlation between sleep and motility. Of the 123 
Mae* upea wham motility so ores were available, sleep data were obtained 
few 93; and upon these eorrelati ons were worked cut.
The <iaestio& of sex differences erne also investigated statistically 
cm all the 123 earns.
Semite
The prodnet-Rcaant r*s obtained between motility scores and the 
other factors investigated are shown In Table III. In the case of age
____________________________ Table III__________________________
Produet-Momext Correlations between Motility Scores and 
Other Factors Investigated







Motility Scare and Age -.44 •os 123
Motility Score and I.Q. -•S3 .04 123
Motility Score and Hours of Sleep .27 .06 93
and I.Q,. correlations with motility scores, partial correlations were 
worked out, with the result that between motility and age with I.Q,. held 
constant was found to equal: -.73 *.025. Motility score and I.Q, with
age constant showed a partial correlation of -<.81 $.021.
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As pntioaaly stated, the correlation between scores obtained on 
two different doys for 40 coses equalled .40*.09, with the difference 
between the means equalling .1261.24 (SE). This is not only interesting 
fr a  the point of view of consistency of relative motility between those 
observed, bat it also gives us sowe hint as to the reliability of the 
technique used.
In the ease of hoars of sleep and motility score a product-moment 
correlation of «2? J>06 was obtained on 93 eases. It occurred to the 
experimenter, however, that this correlation night be merely reflecting 
the above■wentlcned negative correlation between motility and age, since 
the yoonger children usually tend to sleep longer than the older ones. 
Consequently, a partial correlation was worked rat for hours of sleep 
rad motility scores with age held constant with the result, jr s .041.07. 
This seras to show definitely that the correlation found above was 
simply a function of the fact that younger children are not only more 
aotile than older ones bat that they also sleep more.
JEo ssz differences of any significance were found, the difference 
in the weans between the motility of the boys (50) and that of the girls 
(73) being equal to only .101 with a standard error of .150.
In addition to the above statistical results diurnal curves were 
worked rat as «boe» in Figure 5. Separate curves were developed for the 
t«o grades by hourly periods. A remarkable resemblance is found 
between the two carves in spite of the differences in grade level. As 




betweea age a*& aotility, the younger group shows more movement through- 
tat alaest th* entire curve, hat the general chape of the two corves is 
very «tallar« The two corves are act exactly comparable in view of the 
®sct that the first graders have their recess on the playground from. 
10*06 to 10:30 each aoraing, while the older children go oat from 10:30 
to UsOQ. the peek far both groups is reached from 9:00 to 9:30, hut 
the points «f lowest notllity do act coincide* The seventh graders 
decrease continually in sotility from their high point between 9:00 and 
9*80 to their leer point, which ernes during the half hour the younger 
children are on the playground* Shea they in tarn go to the playground, 
their BOtility rises, tat set to as high a point as it had formerly 
WMfcoi er as high as it does reach during the first half hour after 
their retun to the classroom. The first graders curve of motility, 
however, continues to fall from its naming peek, seemingly arrested in 
its dsseest by the playground half hour, then quickly falling to its 
lowest point during the half hour lust after return to the classroom, 
after which there is sens ascent toward the aoon hour. Here, it seems, 
is m e  of the two outstanding differences in the two curves: the
seventh graders reach their point of lowest motility just before going 
out to the playground, the first graders reaching theirs just after 
their return. The other noticeable difference between the two groups 
is seen in the fact that during the half hour just preceding the end of 
both the naming and the afternoon sessions the first graders show a 
rise in notllity, Shlle the older children do not. Another interesting 
fast revealed by these curves is that both groups reached both their
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highest and their lowest points erf motility la the Homing session, 
showing much loss variation la motility during the afternoon session* 
la general, the results obtained in Experiment IX so« to the 
writer to throw same light upon the question, erf what 1® the nature of 
the factors influencing a person*s motility, the relation between lack: 
of mcrronent and age and that between lack of movement and I.Q,» indicate 
not cnly that maturation Is a factor but that the integration of the1 
nervous system must be involved just as it is in the development of a 
person’s intelligence. $e have here still more evidence that motility 
as discussed in this study is more closely related to the kind of "person” 
one is than to the particular mental activity with which he may be 
occupied from time to time.
tm m m m m
The Problem
Shi* was really the first experiment In point of time. However, 
it la mentioned last in this paper because it is sot considered by the 
writer to give results that are more than suggestive. The purpose of 
the experiment was to determine whether any relationship might be 
found to exist between sot 11 ity wad so-ealled personality traits as 
revealed in a standard measure of such traits.
Subjects
2»e subjects used were 14 members of a class in educational 
psychology d M  were attending the 1938 smauer session at Louisiana 
State University. Most of the subjects were school teachers during the 
regular school year end consequently were, as a group, somewhat older 
than the usual college student.
Apparatus
The stabiliseter chair described in Sxperiisent I above was not yet 
very satisfactory in its performance whan this experiment was performed. 
Instead of pens the polygraph recordings were made with weighted pencils 
soft lead, and the carriers moved the entire pencil rather
Be rely the point as described in the present setup. The increased 
friction thus involved, plus the occasional failure of a pencil to record 
at *>11 for a time, wade the results obtained of less value than would
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bave otherwise been the ease. nevertheless, it is felt that in the 
light ®f the n n l t s  obtained in the experiment8 already reported* 
these resalts seen reasonable and highly suggestive. Heedless to say, 
hSMiTHi the results here reported are in no sense to be looked upon, 
as doing more than ssggesting the kind of results that sight ho obtained 
fro* farther, less crude experimentation along these linos.
Procedure
lash subject eaUod upon the experimenter, ostensibly for an inter­
view. Ha was seated in the stabilimoter chair, which was operating at 
the time. The subjects gave no indication of knowing that their move­
ments were being record ad or that there was anything unusual about the 
chair. After a few minutes of free conversation had taken place the 
subjects were asked to respond to a word association test. The words 
used were those from the second page of the Freesey X-0 test, the 
experimenter merely reeding each stimulus word with the subject requested 
to respond with the first word occurring to him. Later on those who had 
acted as ash jests In this procedure were asked to fill out the questions 
in the Bemrewter Personality Inventory, the answers obtained being 
scored in accordance with the Flanagan Scales, T 1-C and 1 2-S, the 
keys and norms for which are furnished with the manual of instructions 
for the administiation cf the inventory (15).
Signals made by the experimenter (without the knowledge of the 
subject) had left marks on the polygraph record to show when the word 
association test had begun and when it had ended. Between these points 
the record m&s divided into ten second segments, and the average amount
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of movement for each subject per ten seconds was calculated by counting 
the total nwabar of pencil movements and dividing by tiw number of tea 
second latervals* Rank order correlations were then calculated between 
the notllity averages and the scores obtained cm the Bernreuter 
Personality Inventory,
Results
The rank order coefficients of correlation obtained were as follows: 
between average motility and the F 1-C scale, p  - .275; and between 
average notllity and the F 8-S ecalo, - ,222, Converted according
to tables fbmlflSied by Garrett (58, p. 192), these coefficients are 
found to be equivalent to r*s of *287 and ->,232 respectively. Using the
fezwala for a 575 of an r found from a , namely
PEr - ,7068(1 - r2 ).
5
ww obtain the following:
Between average motility and the F 1-C scale results, _r « ,287, PE - ,033
Between average motility and the F 2-S scale results, r_ s~.£3£, PE j* ,087
according to Flanagan, the F 1-C scale is a measure of self-
confidence, look of self-confidence increasing with increase in scorej 
similarly, the ¥ 2-S score is supposed to increase with lack of sociabil­
ity, Accept lug this interpretation, then, our correlations here would 
indicate that under the conditions of the experiment, motility tends to 
increase with lack of self-confidence- and it tends also to increase 
with degree of sociability. These results, as stated before, must be 
considered only as tentative.
DISCUSSION iiHD CONCLUSIONS
It 1a often a natter of common observation that an Individual la 
the proesec of solving a mental problsfi vlli utrlks vsiriouB pMts fro® 
tins to tins aa ho ahifta from one to another mode of attack upon the 
parahlew* It has sometimes boon suggested that these shifts in bodily 
pasture are really shift* la postural set in the sense that an athlete 
gets set to run a zees, sash a set la the ease of problem solving being 
appropriate to the attack about to be undertaken. A study* by Ruth 
Clark (82), however, threw sobs doubt upon sueh an idea, for she noted 
a characteristic wade of adaptation which the subject solving a problem 
adopted toward all his prbhles», which she said “seamed to have no bear­
ing on the solving of the various problems but was simply a bodily ad— 
justwewt for the better concentration of attention" (3£, p. 28). Not 
only dees this throw considerable doubt upon the idea that a person 
newness postural sets in thinking through a problem, but it suggests 
that a parson*s motility is a characteristic mode of adaptation —  
perhaps a personality trait*
The writer feels that Experiment I, reported in this study, proves 
that the "postural set” idea is erroneous. If a person were to “get 
set" to solve a mental problem or to assume a new mode of attack upon 
such a pxoblaa, it is reasonable to suppose that he would show increased 
notllity just before undertaking a problem solving task or just before 
each new attack upon the problem; but the experiment described
* Discussed in the Introduction*
*7
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above has atom definitely that & person does not shoe increased 
motility at sneh tinea* It la true that a person does move Hhlle per­
forming «<h a tasks bat his aovssents come at the end of effort, not 
at the beginning* Shsn the problem is solved, the greatest mount of 
■wtmmt oeours. Shan a shift in attaok is made, movement occurs; but 
that nowment eoeurs in connection with the abandonment of the old 
attack, rather than in getting sot for a new one. This is shown in the 
fast that in the experiment as reported the period before the old attack 
m s  definitely abandoned is significantly higher than either the period 
jast before the presentation of the problem or the neutral periods. The 
fast that the movement occurring after the solution of the problem is 
sat tee to the subject's getting set for a near problem is shown in the 
Cast that such movement occurred even when the subject knew that he had 
solved the last problem he m s  to be given.
Slat. then, is the explanation of them movements? Perhaps a key 
to the answer to this question is to be found in H* IS. Johnson's ex* 
plaaatien of the motility that oeours in sleep. He says,
•The longer a person lies still, the more evident it is that 
he is asleep to a very important group of disturbances, operating 
upon. *wd inside, his skin* as soon as he assumes any given 
position in bed, certain conditions begin to build up, which 
presently become irritating, a largo area of skin is in close 
eon tact with the mattress-covering and a smaller area immediately 
in contact with the body-coverlngs, so that cooling by ventila­
tion is irevented. ,-JLl this skin grows warmer and warmer until 
it reaches a temperature very near to that of the interior of 
the body. Moreover, the blood and other bodily fluids tend to 
gravitate to the parts which are the lowest and there settle, 
while pressing upon the bodily tissues. The visceral organs 
thmselves are movable and some press upon others, while strain* 
lug the membranes by which they are attached to the walls of the 
trunk. The body as a whole presses upon the skin and muscles 
next to the mattress, and thereby restricts their blood supply.
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Sues nsoles a n  under tension in maintaining posture, while 
ease joints are cramped, a musol®, even when relaxed, becomes 
irrltable merely from being kept still .... All these irri­
tating conditions increase with tine, and normally produce & 
change of bodily position* by which they are relieved* There— 
upon, the subject can rest until similar conditions are built 
op in other regions* To lie still for a considerable time 
requires a disregard of present irritation, or a condition of 
sleep with respect to it." (108, p. 851f.)
It does sot seem unreasonable to suppose that the motility of the 
■>M»g person oaa he explained in similar fashion to the above explana­
tion of the motility of the sleeping person* a s Johnson points out, 
the person who moms while ostensibly asleep is attending to particular 
stimuli —  stimuli operating upon* and inside, his skin. When outside 
stimuli regain his attention, he awakens* Thus* motility in sleep is 
positive and purposive* The writer believes that the condition in the 
ease of the person is not sleeping is similar* It rather seems 
re&soaable to suppose that just as attention is a factor in the motility 
of the sleeping persco, so it is la the ease of a person solving mental 
problems* The person while solving the problem is attending to that 
job* and is "asleep" to certain other stimuli playing in upon him. After 
the problem is solved, he attends to the job of adjusting his body to 
the strains that his lack of motion so far has put him to* Similarly, 
there may be times during the solving of the problem that he may move 
hfffliMieir the tensions W ntis ia g  up within his body have became so great 
that they have caste to demand his attention* In other words, one’s 
attention is turned to the prepotent stimulus of the moment, and the 
stimulus that is prepotent at the moment may not be prepotent at another 
moment, if another stimulus (in this case a tension) becomes great
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enough to demand the attention* So, if a person sits relatively still 
until he get# to a solution, a partial solution, or an issp&sse in M s
a resultant lagging in interest, either permanent or temporary, 
permits his bodily tensions to become more important, relatively, than 
they formerly were* His attention turns to them, and he moves. The 
result a of investigations by Ovsianktma and Zeigarnik (138, p. SMf) 
imply strongly that the unfinished task holds the attention more 
strongly than that which is finished* Thus we should expect that the 
task which is solved would show more movements than occur when the task 
is unfinished or unsolved* We should expect also, then, that when one 
of the subjects in this experiment reaches an impasse he should move 
mere than when active in his pursuit of a solution, but less than he 
would rtien the problem is actually solved and finished* Inspection of 
the results indicates that this is probably true, although the differ­
ences between the shift periods and the solution periods are not quite 
large enough to be judged as statistically reliable* Hiss Clark was 
correct, then, in her observation that the movements of a person trying 
to solve problems "seemed to have no bearing on the solving of the 
various problems but was simply a bodily adjustment for the better con­
centration of attention."
If a person*s movements have no bearing on the problem solving but 
are simply bodily adjustments, it then becomes apparent that they met 
be a function of the kind of person he is at the moment. Experiments II 
and III give us some insight into the question of what factors do enter 
into the determination of this motility. It scams not to be related to
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the number of hoars o w  usually sloop a, although this study doss not 
tell anything about the immediate effect of loss of sleep on one's 
notllity. Zt also seams not to be related to sex. Johnson found that 
©allege vena* sleep more quietly than men of the same age, and that 
niddle "aged m m  as a elass ware considerably more restless than their 
wives. In the latter ease, however, he believes "this difference nay 
be laid in part to occupation rather than sex,*' (103, p. 8) and it 
00guts possible that the day time activities m y  have been a factor even 
in the ease of college youths. Garvey reports that among his subjects 
of preschool age "the boys rested a little more quietly over the whole 
might than the girls" (55, p. 66f), but his differences are not statis­
tically significant.
Garvey feond no canalstent age relationship (55, p. 6 6), bat 
Johnson says, "On the whole, young children change from one position to 
ware often than adolescents," and he find the college women to 
be the qjaietest sleepers of all, for "middle-aged sleepers are satis­
fied with one position for wash shorter tines •••• " (103, p. 8 ). 
Ayp n i tiy the negative correlation found in the present study between 
age sad notllity holds also for notllity during the sleep of children 
of ages. In these sleep studies no consideration was given to
the relation between notllity and intelligence, so we have nothing with 
«*,<->> to eoBpare the resalts of the present study showing motility to 
be negatively correlated with I.Q.
the results of Sxperiraeat III, showing correlations between motility 
bog lability prid between motility and lack of self-confidence bear
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oat the idea that a person’s Motility is really e reflection of his 
personality. as stated in connection with the statement of these 
results, however, these findings mat be regarded us purely tentative 
antil farther study is Made upon the question.
The dismal corves offered in connection with Experiment IX agree, 
insofar as they go, with those results obtained by Gzymsmsky (110, p.
25f), A o  foond that the main periods of notllity came in the forenoon 
and late in the afternoon. Our observations did not continue long 
enough, probably, to show the afternoon peak. aIbo, the subjects in 
the present experiment were free to move as they chose, while Szys&naky’s 
were wader instructions to remain as quiet as possible. This might 
sake a difference in the remits.
So far as the writer knows, there has been no other truly quantita­
tive study of motility reported in which the subjects were unaware that 
their movements were being measured, except for the studies of infants.
The attsispt was Bade in this experiment to obtain measurements of 
Motility <m subjects in as "natural" situations as possible. There is, 
therefore, every reason to believe that the diurnal curves obtained are 
typical. The writer believes also that the following facts have been
established:
1. The stabillmeter chair described in Experiment I is a practicable 
Instrument for the quantitative study of motility ih such a way that the 
subjects do not know they ere being experimented upon.
2. The time-sampling technique is useful in the study of motility 
by observation where quantitative results are desired.
5S
5. sMBiit of free, gross bodily movement (motility) decreases 
with ago at least op to adolescence.
4* Motility decrease a with increase in 1.0. for children of 
elementary Mhoal ago.
S. Among children of the agos studied the relative amount of 
motility among those in a group remains fairly constant.
4. Meither habitual hours of sleep nor sox factors are of imper~ 
tasce la their effect upon motility.
V. Xa periods when a person is trying to think his way through a 
problem, his motility is not related to the problem at hand but la 
rather a asdo of adjustment, expressing to an extent the Individual’s 
personality.
Further Implications
It is always interesting to speculate upon the implications of a 
study. In the present ease it seems to the writer that the results of 
this study are disturbing to the typically behavioristic point of view. 
If the idea holds that a person in a problem solving situation employs 
implicit trial and error movements, those movements are not large enough 
to be demonstrated on the basis of that person’s gross bodily behavior. 
In fact, it has been shown that a person’s motility is rather a function 
of factors other than those directly Involved in the problem solving 
behavior. A person moves when he jus not busy in his search for the 
solution. If, then, the idea of implicit trial and error behavior in 
seSh situations is to be held at all, It must be conceived of as being
S4
much sore "central" than has usually beau supposed* Perhaps the 
"postural set* Is a "nervous system set," rather than a "muscle set," 
&teh an Idea la certainly not in accord with popular notions, but it 
like the best m y  out of the dilemma which here confronts us* 
Indeed, it is conceivable that such occupation of the nervous system 
at a given paint in the problem salving process accounts for the lack 
of notllity found in this study at the points where the subject was 
"attending to the searoh for a solution. It seme almost as though 
the system night be "geared in" to do some implicit behaving, and that 
then the "gears" night be "shifted” to permit sons necessary bodily ad­
justments, after Aieh a "shift" bask again night permit some more 
implicit trial and error. All this is, of course, mere speculation, 
bat it is interesting from the point of view of psychological theory.
Addenda
Since the major part of this paper was written, two articles have 
oomn to the writer*s attention which are of interest in connection with 
the present study. The first is a discussion by G. L. Freeman (SI), in 
which he diseasees the problem of mental "set," comments upon the fact 
that it baa never been adequately defined, and finally suggests that it 
is a "central expression of the limiting effect of proprioceptive-tonic 
activity upon exteroeeptive-phasic activity." The other interesting 
article is that of Balazs, abstracted by P. V. Schiller (Psychological 
Abstracts 2III, Ho. 1875} as followss
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•A. mental problem w&a given and it m s  observed in what 
stages of the solution fidgeting occurs. Some subjects start 
manipulation before the problem is fully understood; thus It 
seems that fidgeting aids concentration. While starting tbs 
effort so eme ever manipulator;, but as soon as difficulties 
erlee manipulations, especially with the fingers, occur. If 
the subject is successful or if he is not at all interested, 
fidgeting returns, Especially frequent manipulation m s  found 
la the esse of e conflict, when the subject tried to escape 
from the task* While getting the solution nobody manipulated. 
Summing up: any failure and any freedom of prepared activity
seams ts give rise to fidgeting. Mental activity, hindered, 
raises a need for satisfaction in another territory in which 
it is net threatened by failure. Fidgeting thus seems to be a 
sort of eeRpensatory activity."
Freeman's definition of "set” is not, perhaps, out of line with the 
flndiBgB of this paper; and the study by Balass, although seemingly 
mostly observational, verifies beautifully cor findings as reported
above.
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